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GEOMANCY: A SYSTEM OF CONSTRUCTING A PREDICTIVE FIGURE
ACCORDING TO THE RULES OF EARTH MAGIC. - Paul Ng

A. OVERALL PROJECTION

This is the twelfth year of the Lower “8” Cycle of the world. Based on I-Jing, while the period between 1984 and 2043 (totaling 60 years) is “Fire-Wind Urn”, the year 2015 is “Mountain-Thunder Yi”.

I-Jing Analysis

I-Jing “Mountain-Thunder Yi” contains 2 “Yang’s” on the outside and 4 “Yin’s” inside. “Yin” continues to dominate the world. There would still be many uncertainties in the world, both politics and climate. There would also many problems to do with food, plus new sources of disease.

Life Chart Analysis

This year is composed of “wooden sheep” year, “earth tiger” month, “metal boar” day and “wooden horse” hour. The month and day both connect and conflict. Most promises between countries would not be kept in good faith. There would be new sources of conflicts.

Promising elements are fire, earth and metal. Water and wood are both negative. That means the real estate sector in stable countries would continue to grow. High tech, electronics and metallurgy would do well. Textile, travel and aviation may suffer some setbacks.

Flying-Star Analysis

The “3-blue” star is the controlling force of this year. This is the star for arguments. Its element is wood. It represents disagreements and controversies. It favors countries in the north and north-west. Countries in both west and south-east would be much weaker. The central governing force is the “thunder-mountain” trigram. This stands for transition. Hence most
countries would go through a period of instabilities, both politically and economically. USA, in particular, would be forced to participate in many trouble areas in the world.

The following would outline an analysis of orientations, businesses, politics, economies, climates and health, totaling 6 important factors affecting all of us.

**Locations and Orientations**

**Central (negative)**

The controlling force is the central “Thunder-Mountain Transition” trigram. Thunder is above mountain. On the negative side, there would be a lot of volcano and earthquake activities worldwide. There would be floods and droughts. Politically, there is a year of corrections and adjustments.

In China, events would happen just like thunders in the sky. There would be floods in southern provinces and wind storms in northern ones. A few earthquakes may hit areas such as Szechuan and Yunnan. There would be controversies and disturbances worldwide, especially in Middle East.

**East (positive)**

This is the “1-White” romance center and speculative money center. Eastern districts would be very prone to flooding. There would also be plenty of problems to do with relations or sex offences. Typical places are Shanghai, Toronto, Washington DC.

**South-East (very negative)**

This is the “2-Black” illness center. Most sources of illness may originate from the south-east areas. Rains and flooding would also be plentiful. Places such as Hong Kong, South Florida, South Ontario are most affected. There would be major people issues in Hong Kong.

**South (negative)**

This is the “7-Red” receding center. Southern countries may not do too well this year. There would be disturbances in their political situations. South America and Africa may suffer from illnesses and social violence.

**South-West (positive)**

This is the “9-Violet” joy center. These places would continue to be stable, politically and economically. Places such as Tibet, Spain, Portugal, etc. would be calm. However, they may be vulnerable to risks of fire.

**West (very negative)**
This is the combination of “5-Yellow” and “Triple Conflict” centers, making it very negative. Both man-made and natural disasters would occur in the west. USA would be forced into many trouble areas in the world. Even UK would suffer from both internal and external problems, socially and politically. In China, Xinjiang would continue to be a problem area.

North-West (positive)

This is the “4-Green” learning center. There would be breakthroughs in both economy and technology among Northern European countries. In Canada, natives in North-western regions would be in better harmony. The chance for the gas pipeline to pass through becomes higher. In China, there would be discoveries of natural resources. However, many north-western regions may suffer from fire or wind storms.

North (positive)

This is the “8-white” money center. Countries in the North would do well, albeit many political problems and conspiracies. Economy in both Canada and Russia would exceed most other countries. Russia continues to post a threat to its neighboring countries.

North-East (negative)

This is the "6-White" travel center. There would be many people movements in north-eastern regions. A few earthquakes would hit. China’s north-eastern provinces would be more directly by Beijing. Economies in both Japan and Korea would fluctuate. In Canada, Quebec’s economy may recede, together with dangers in many of its aging infrastructures. In USA, such as New York, the stock market would show huge fluctuations.

Analysis of Businesses

Business involving “fire, earth, metal” would do well. Those involving "water or wood" may run into trouble. Since the controlling power is "3-blue" controversy, it favors businesses to do with arguments and debates, such as lawyers, philosophers. There would be many troubles to do with religions and political instabilities.

Let us examine various businesses as follows.

Real Estate

Real Estate is good but unstable. Those in the north, south-west and east regions would do well. Western regions would slow down. In China, real estate would slow down. However, Beijing, Shanghai and their vicinity would continue to fare well. Guangzhou and its neighborhood may slow down a bit. In USA, real estate would do better in its eastern states than those in the west. There would be plenty of legal conflicts and controversies.
In Canada, real estate would continue to fare well, surprisingly. Toronto and its northern and north-eastern vicinity would lead the market. Western cities such as Vancouver would tend to be very volatile. Hong Kong may suffer a major setback.

Energy

Oil and gas are still on the high side. More and more electrical or hybrid cars would appear. Much more controversies are about windmills.

Electronics

There would be many merger activities. Apple would continue to lead the market, with further technical breakthroughs. Traditional electronics such as TV and audio systems may face more difficulties. The differences among TV, desktop computers, flatbed and handheld units would become less significant.

Medical

There would be discoveries of many new drugs. More side effects of older medication would surface. There may be plenty of lawsuits to do with medicine.

Food

There would be mergers of fast food chains. They also become more diversified. Competition would be fierce.

Metals

Metals would do better this year than the last one. New materials would be used in both airplanes and automobiles. Such materials would be much lighter and tougher.

Travel

The travel sector is much affected by international politics. There would be many air accidents. Even land and sea accidents would be unavoidable.

Textile

This may be a difficult year for the textile sector. Concerns about worker safety and outrageous new fashions may become apparent.

Banking and Financial

The stock market would continue its violent swings. However, banks would continue to be very profitable.

Favorable Business (Fire, Earth, Metal)
* Education
* Communications
* Real Estate
* Electronics
* Smart Homes and home security
* Energy
* New building materials
* House renovations
* Food business
* Show business
* Automobiles
* Mining
* Banking and Financial

**Unfavorable Businesses (Water, Wood)**

* Water-oriented businesses
* Fishing
* Travel
* Airplanes
* Clothing
* Imports & Export

**Analysis of Politics**

The governing sign is "3-Blue”, plus the central trigram “Thunder-Mountain Transition”. The world would be very unstable, with much turbulence worldwide. The worst situation would be in Middle East. Unfortunately, USA would also be forced into such conflicts.

**Canada**

Canada is positioned in the money center of North America for this year. However, there would be a lot of inter-governmental issues and arguments. Governments tend to over-spend on most things.

**USA**

USA suffers from both the Five-Yellow and Triple-Conflict forces. It would get involved in many international troubles.

**China**
China would go through the final stage of anti-corruption actions. Naturally there would be controversies and likely some over-actions. However, this is the year that China would establish and spearhead toward its future strength and wealth.

Hong Kong

Hong Kong is in the illness center. There would be many new sources illnesses. There would also be a surge of spy activities. Unrest among its people would continue.

Taiwan

Taiwan is in the “romance” and “illness” center. The uproars on politics would once again appear.

Japan

Japan is in the “relations” center. However, there would be a lot of water problems which may include some tsunamis. On the bright side, it may ease its tensions with China. The electronics sector may see new directions.

South Korea

South Korea's politics would be stable. It would boost up both travel and trading sectors.

North Korea

North Korea would be more open to the outside world. Its relation with its South counterpart would continue to improve. It would even attempt to boost the travel business.

Other Southern Countries

Countries such as India, Africa and Australia would go through a period of political and economic instabilities. There may even be a number of natural disasters.

Other Western Countries

Many Southern European countries may suffer from financial conflicts and even some terrorist activities. However, Northern Europeans countries would be far more stable in both politics and economics.

Middle East

The Middle East countries may suffer from escalated terrorist activities. Many sources of conflict had to be based on religions and politics.

Russia
Russia would continue do well economically. It would to enjoy another prosperous year. The conflict with Ukraine may ease off.

**Analysis of World Economy**

The governing sign “3-Blue” and its flying star sign of “Mountain-Thunder Yi”.

CHINA is in between two separate life cycles. Hence it would start slowly and then escalate. It may reach 8% growth by end of the year. Its economy would be led by high tech and communications. Shanghai and Beijing would both do very well.

Southeast Asia is somewhat receding. It would still be fine overall, especially Singapore, Vietnam and Indonesia. Several thunderstorms and flooding may cause a good degree of damage to the region.

JAPAN is in the “relations” center. There would be improvements in the entertainment and electronics sectors. It may result in the Japanese yen going up.

KOREA is at the "Travel Center". There would be new developments in their electronics sector. However, their smart phone market may slow down. Instead, their cars would sell very well.

INDIA is at the "Receding Center". It may suffer a slowdown in its economy. There would be serious water issues, including its cleanliness and flooding. Such mishaps would cost the countries dearly.

USA’s real estate would continue its upward spiral. Even cars would be as many recalled as last year. However, its burden of international conflicts and deficits would continue to balloon. While wars bring in a lot of income, they also bring in many disasters.

CANADA is at the "Money Center". It would enjoy a steady economic growth of about 3%. During the election year, people would enjoy many benefits from the government.

EUROPE becomes quite polarized. North countries tend to do much better than those in the south. Overall, Europe would benefit a lot from China’s investments.

Central Bank interest rates would continue to stay low, world-wide.

**A Special Look at the Canadian Economy**

* 1. Fiscal deficits would be under better control at all levels of governments
* 2. Interest rates will stay low and prime rates will fluctuate between 2-4%
* 3. Canadian $ would continue to be lower than the US dollar, up to 15%
* 4. TSX should fluctuate between 14,000 and 16,000 points
* 5. There would be more centralization of power among corporations
* 6. There would be more foreign ownerships of Canadian corporations
* 7. Public sector remains the major inflation source, while the private sector deflate
* 8. Economic growth would be around 3%
* 10. Unemployment rate continues to improve (around 7%)

Analysis of World Climates

This year’s governing trigram is "Mountain-Thunder Yi". Natural disasters would continue to plague the world. There would still be plenty of places with drought, flooding, thunderstorms, lightning, earthquakes, etc. Central regions such as Iran, Szechuan, Yunnan, California, Xinjiang, etc., would be prone to earthquakes. Even Canada’s Quebec may not be immune. Central America may still be plagued with tornadoes. While north-east regions tend to be dry, south-eastern regions tend to be wet.

Analysis of World Health

The most common health issues this year had to do with the liver and immune system. There would be new forms of virus. Most illness sources would in the southeastern region of countries.

PROJECTION FOR THE WORLD STOCK MARKETS

- February: Positive, then negative
- March: Positive, then negative
- April: Positive
- May: Positive
- June: Negative, then positive
- July: Negative, then positive
- August: Negative, then positive
- September: Negative, then positive
- October: Positive
- November: Positive, then negative
- December: Positive, then negative
- January (2016): Positive

Conclusion

The driving force of our planet Earth is continuous transformation of Yin (negative) and Yang (positive) energies and cycles. By knowing the rules of nature, we can avoid many pitfalls and have better chances to succeed. Hence I shall share these predictions with my readers around the world for reference and guidance.
E. HOROSCOPE PERSPECTIVES


This is a lonely year for you. You may be prone to illnesses. Do not gamble. Don’t be greedy. Take things as they come along.

WORK  You favor businesses to do accounting, arts, design. Also favorable ones are architecture, fashion design, movie directors, etc.

WEALTH  You only favor regular income but not speculative ones. Stay away from gambling.

RELATIONS  Your relations are quiet. Just enjoy the calmness.

HEALTH  You are prone to many small ailments. You may even be subject to accidents. Exercise well and rest well.

Highlights of Sheep of Individual Years

• 2003  You may have trouble focusing. However, you should do well in music and arts.

• 1991  Overall, your work is stable. Although there would volatilities at times, you should stay put and ride through the changes.

• 1979  Don’t over-expect anything. As long as you don’t make mistakes, you should be happy.

• 1967  You would have people helping you. You may even be promoted.

• 1955  Your people relations are good. Enjoy your gatherings and frequent travels.

• 1943  Your health may take a downturn. You may not have energy to do what you want to do. Hence take it easy and one step at a time.

• 1931  Beware of fall and accidents. Beware of problems with the heart and lungs. Watch your diet. Rest and exercise more.

*  *  *  *  *  *  *  *  *  *  *  *
The monkey person should enjoy an improvement in income. However, male monkeys may do better than their female counterpart. There is plenty of help from your seniors.

**WORK**
You favor mobility. Analytical work is also good for you. Businesses to do with matching and romances are good too. The male monkey may get promoted.

**WEALTH**
You financial situation looks good. You can invest and make money. Even your regular income is stable.

**RELATIONS**
You have a loneliness sign. If you are still single, don't expect much romance. If you are married, it would be stable and lasting.

**HEALTH**
Your overall health is good. There should not be any major health issues.

**Highlights of Monkey of Individual Years**

- **2004**
  You have a lot of friends and lots of ideas. You tend to be easily distracted. Stay focused.

- **1992**
  You would get good reviews from your boss. Your hard work would pay off. You may not, however, have too many romances.

- **1980**
  Your work is smooth, with plenty of help. Both income and people relations are good. There is also a chance for promotion. The self-employed monkey should expand your business. The married ones may expect to have a baby.

- **1968**
  You may be somewhat suppressed by your boss. Be patient and stay put at your work.

- **1956**
  Your help tends to be from the opposite gender. You may feel lonely at times. Do more spiritual endeavors.

- **1944**
  Your people relations are good. Beware of problems with the liver and vision.

- **1932**
  Your health may be going downhill. Exercise more and participate in more social activities.
This is a good year for you to make money. Feel free to expand your work. Beware of health of the elderly.

**WORK**
You favor businesses to do with cemeteries, funeral home, religions, etc. Financial and accounting work is good for you too.

**WEALTH**
You should do well financial. Both regular and speculative incomes should be good.

**RELATIONS**
Your people relations are good. If you are single, you should develop your relations further. If you are married, beware of extra-marital relations.

**HEALTH**
Overall, this is a healthy year for you. Just regulate your many activities.

**Highlights of Rooster of Individual Years**

- **1993**
  You may encounter many relations. You may mistakes. Don’t be too serious about them as yet.

- **1981**
  You may run into difficulties in your relations. There would be arguments. Even your work would start with many hardships before it becomes smooth.

- **1969**
  Beware of your relations with your boss. Stay low and just work hard.

- **1957**
  You have help from your boss. You would gain extra authority. People relations are good.

- **1945**
  You would make a lot of new friends. Contribute your efforts to your community.

- **1933**
  Your health may go downhill. Beware of problems to do with your waist and kidneys.

* * * * * * * * * * * * * * *


This is a year of conflict for you. Beware of conflicts with the law and with people. Nevertheless, besides the conflict, you do have a connecting sign. This would ease off your conflicts. You favor both money and power.

**WORK**
You favor businesses to do with healing, such as doctor, pharmacy, fitness and sports. You also favor jobs with authority, such as judge, lawyer, soldier, police, etc.

**WEALTH**
Your financial situation is stable, just not much speculative income. Be careful about lawsuits to do with money.
RELATIONS Your relations tend to be volatile. Be patient. Think about your partner more. This is the only way for your relation to last.

HEALTH You are prone to accidents. Be patient and cautious.

Highlights of Dog of Individual Years

- **1994** You tend to provoke arguments, especially with your lover. Beware of traffic accidents. In your work, you may have help from the opposite gender.

- **1982** Most work would begin with difficulties. After you tough them out, you would be good. Hence give more, so that you would get more.

- **1970** You have plenty of help. You are good to work with other people. If you are married, your relation should be harmonious. If you are single, your relations would improve.

- **1958** Most things you want to do may take extra effort. Your health may go downhill. Beware of surgery. Exercise and rest well.

- **1946** The older you get to, the healthier and more authoritative.

- **1934** Although you are getting old, you still have a strong winning spirit. You may appear juvenile at times.

* * * * * * * * * * * * *


This is a connecting year for you. You have a very strong lucky sign this year. You would also be very spiritual. Healing and philosophy would be good for you.

WORK You favor to be in a spiritual profession, such as feng shui, religions, arts, etc. You also favor healing and car businesses. Employees would have good reviews. If you are self-employed, you should expand your business, but avoid partnership.

WEALTH You finance is stable. If you are married, your spouse can help you a lot. If you are single, you can set up something new on your own.

RELATIONS Although you have a loneliness sign, your people relations remain good. You can even communicate with each mentally. If you are still single, consider getting married.
HEALTH  Your health is good and better than last year.

Highlights of Boar of Individual Years

- 1995  Your people relations are good. Work is very stable.

- 1983  If you are still single, consider getting married. If you are married, consider to have a child. You would enjoy your happy family and work.

- 1971  You would see good results after your hard work. You must tough out most situations.

- 1959  Beware of being back-stabbed. At work, your merits may get stolen by your colleague.

- 1947  Your people relations are great. You would be famous, wealthy and spiritual.

- 1935  You have many friends. People tend to listen to you. You would be healthy.

* * * * * * * * * *


This is a conflict year for you. Beware of people relations. However, your romance sign is strong. Your relation is good with the opposite gender. This is a good year for you to study and enrich your knowledge.

WORK  You favor work with beauty and entertainment, enjoyment, massage, esthetics, hairstyling, etc. You also favor the education sector.

WEALTH  This is not a strong year for you to make money. Hence stay away from gambling and speculations.

RELATIONS  Your romances are plentiful. Beware of conflicts with your lover or spouse. Pay more attention to your beloved ones.

HEALTH  Overall you are healthy and better than last year. However, beware of your spouse’s health.

Highlights of Rats of Individual Years

- 1996  Although you have many romances, this is not a good year to get married; otherwise it may not last too long. You should do well if you are in the entertainment business.
• 1984 You have many friends of the opposite gender. You can partner up to do business. If you are married, be careful about misunderstandings.

• 1972 You should stay put and not take much risk. Most things would be somewhat volatile. There may be arguments with your loved ones.

• 1960 This is a connecting year for you. You may get help from your friends in order to succeed. You can work with people and expand your work.

• 1948 Your health may go downhill a bit. Be careful of your back, kidneys, spleen and stomach. Don’t over work yourself.

• 1936 You seem to become young again. You like to make friends and talk a lot.


You are in an opposite year against the sheep. This may cause money losing and legal conflicts. Hence be patient about things. Don’t gamble or speculate. Drive carefully.

WORK You favor to be in a law-enforcement profession, such as police, lawyer, judge, etc. You also favor to be in business to do with demolition or moving. Be conservative no matter whether you are a worker or self-employed.

WEALTH Stay away from gambling and speculations. Don’t be greedy. Then you would be safe.

RELATIONS You are prone to arguments and create unnecessary difficulties. Be patient and peaceful.

HEALTH You are prone to illnesses and accidents. Exercise and rest well. Do Tai Chi or qigong.

Highlights of Ox of Individual Years

• 1997 Don’t be too extreme and rebellious. You tend to do opposite to what your elderlies tell you and get into trouble.

• 1985 Your relations tend to be volatile and full of arguments. Your work would also go through many changes. Take it easy and flow with the energy.

• 1973 You may be deflated easily. Be patient and just work hard.
• 1961 There would be blockages. Try to be humble and live within your means. You will be happier that way.

• 1949 There would be hardship and conflicts. You should retire and take life easy.

• 1937 Beware of your health, especially your bowels and heart. Be open-minded and happy. You would live better.

* * * * * * * * * * * *


You would have many friends helping you this year. Hence you can get lucky. Your authority would improve. However, beware of unexpected conflicts with some people.

WORK You favor public relations, and businesses to do with happiness and weddings. Also good ones are education, training, etc. Mediation is also good for you.

WEALTH You may become more famous than wealthy. Today you earn your reputation, so that you can earn your money in the future.

RELATIONS You have better relations other your home base. Your relations with your spouse or lover would be flat. Your relations with your friends are stronger. You should try to balance the two.

HEALTH Overall, you are healthy. You are also quite energetic.

Highlights of Tiger of Individual Years

• 1998 You would go upstream. Your successful own comes after you defeat the difficulties.

• 1986 You have good working relations with your boss. There are chances for promotion. Your people relations are good.

• 1974 You may get much help from your friends of the opposite gender. Be careful of misunderstanding about relations.

• 1962 You favor to be in a consulting capacity. Politics would be good. Professions to do with psychology or education are good for you too.

• 1950 You would be a good leader. You earn people’s trust and respect.
• 1938 You may not have the energy level as before. You tend to miss your past. Try to have more social activities. You would be healthier that way.


You have excellent connections with the sheep. Both your authority and people relations would be good. This is a year for you to expand. However, beware of accidents and possible surgery.

WORK You favor professions to do with blood, such as surgeon, butcher, soldier, etc. You also favor to be in accounting and finance. Partnership is good too.

WEALTH You would be good financially this year.

RELATIONS You would enjoy your good people relations. If you are still single, consider getting married. If you are married, you should be more loving.

HEALTH Be careful of bleeding due to sharp objects. Don’t do sports or work that are too risky.

Highlights of Rabbit of Individual Years

• 1999 You make and break your relations too easily this year. You should focus more on your studies.

• 1987 There would be plenty of job opportunities for you. Your work would be smooth. If you are single, you can get married. If you are married, have some children.

• 1975 The harder you work, the more you get rewarded. Be careful as how you deal with your boss.

• 1963 Your care for other people would end up good for you. Be a giver.

• 1951 You may encounter many people conflicts. The more you try to help, the more conflicts you may encounter. Hence mind your own business.

• 1939 Some of your old friends may pass away. You may feel sad. Watch out your health.
Dragon should enjoy a year of wealth. You should be a good speaker in many occasions. However, you may also suffer from saying the wrong thing. You may actually feel lonely. Luckily, you would be quite spiritual and can enrich that skill.

**WORK**
You favor spiritual professions such as priest, reverend, monk, Taoist, philosopher, etc. You also favor professions to do with speaking, such as teacher, lawyer, politician, speaker, etc.

**WEALTH**
You should make money this year, especially if you are in a business to do with speaking.

**RELATIONS**
You may feel lonely at times. You would find peace in your spiritual endeavors.

**HEALTH**
In general, you are healthy. Just be careful of some surprise accidents.

### Highlights of Dragon of Individual Years

- **2000**
  Your people relations are good. You can be a leader. You just need to focus more on your studies.

- **1988**
  You may be stuck with your loneliness sentiments. Be careful of controversies.

- **1976**
  You may get plenty of help from your superior, especially of the opposite gender. You should be ready for a promotion.

- **1964**
  You may get much help from your friends of the opposite gender. There are opportunities to expand your business.

- **1952**
  If you are in a profession to do with religions or education, you would do marvelous. Otherwise, your work would be still stable.

- **1940**
  The more spiritual you are, the more creative you would be. Share your lifetime experience with your friends.

---


You are into a year of mobility. There would be many opportunities to travel or move. However, be careful about possible surgeries which may leave behind scars. Also
beware of possible deaths in your family. After all, your financial situation would be good this year.

**WORK** The more mobile you are, the better you do. You favor sales and marketing, trading, travel, logistics, etc. You also favor to be a surgeon, especially plastic surgeon.

**WEALTH** The more mobile you are, the more money you make. Try not to stay behind the desk too much.

**RELATIONS** You have good people relations. If you are single, this may be a good year for you to get married. If you are married, you should be more loving.

**HEALTH** Watch out accidents and bleeding. Avoid dangerous situations.

### Highlights of Snake of Individual Years

- **2001** Your studies are stable. You get along well with your friends.
- **1989** Most work tends to be volatile. You had to work hard to get things done. Be patient and persistent.
- **1977** You have luck to attract people to help you out. This is a safe year for you.
- **1965** You favor partnership at work. You also favor to work outwards.
- **1953** You have both happy and sad events. Beware of health of your older family members. Try to give help and consideration to other people; you would strengthen your luck.
- **1941** You seem to miss your past a lot. You should join your community activities more in order to revive your energy.

* * * * * * * * * * *


The horse person connects with the sheep. There would be luck and people helping you. You would be spiritual. However, there is an illness sign with you. Work more on your health.

**WORK** You favor businesses to do with people, such as public relations, buyer, sales and marketing, mediation, etc. You also favor spiritual ones, such as priest, reverend, monk, Taoist, philosopher, etc.
WEALTH  Your fame is stronger than your material wealth. Nonetheless, you are fine financially.

RELATIONS  Your people relations are good. This is a good for you to get married if you haven’t done so. If you are married, you are even more loving.

HEALTH  Beware of your illness sign. Exercise and rest well.

Highlights of Horse of Individual Years

- **2002**  You may be prone to colds and flu’s, which may affect your studies. Dress properly, rest and exercise well.

- **1990**  You may get plenty of help from your friends. There would be chances for you to get promoted. You have a good chance to get married, if you haven’t done so.

- **1978**  You must work hard to get what you want. Your wealth and your efforts are in direct proportions.

- **1966**  You have plenty of luck, including people’s help. Be gutsy and aim higher. You should do well.

- **1954**  You would have many friends, especially of the opposite gender. You would do well in public relations.

- **1942**  Your spiritualism would get even stronger. You should train other people and share your life experience.

- **1930**  You should pay more attention to your health. Your lucky sign should help you out. Exercise and rest well.

*  *  *  *  *  *  *  *  *  *  *  *